Percolation theory is most commonly associated with the slow flow of liquid through a porous medium, with applications to the physical sciences 1 . Epidemiological applications have been anticipated for disease systems where the host is a plant or volume of soil 2, 3 , and hence is fixed in space. However, no natural examples have been reported. The central question of interest in percolation theory 4 , the possibility of an infinite connected cluster, corresponds in infectious disease to a positive probability of an epidemic. Archived records of plague (infection with Yersinia pestis) in populations of great gerbils (Rhombomys opimus) in Kazakhstan have been used to show that epizootics only occur when more than about 0.33 of the burrow systems built by the host are occupied by family groups 5 . The underlying mechanism for this abundance threshold is unknown. Here we present evidence that it is a percolation threshold, which arises from the difference in scale between the movements that transport infectious fleas between family groups and the vast size of contiguous landscapes colonized by gerbils. Conventional theory predicts that abundance thresholds for the spread of infectious disease arise when transmission between hosts is density dependent such that the basic reproduction number (R 0 ) increases with abundance, attaining 1 at the threshold. Percolation thresholds, however, are separate, spatially explicit thresholds that indicate long-range connectivity in a system and do not coincide with R 0 5 1. Abundance thresholds are the theoretical basis for attempts to manage infectious disease by reducing the abundance of susceptibles, including vaccination and the culling of wildlife [6] [7] [8] . This first natural example of a percolation threshold in a disease system invites a re-appraisal of other invasion thresholds, such as those for epidemic viral infections in African lions (Panthera leo), and of other disease systems such as bovine tuberculosis (caused by Mycobacterium bovis) in badgers (Meles meles).
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In infectious disease epidemiology, there is an emphasis on thresholds that can be traced back to the threshold property of the basic reproduction number, R 0 , defined here as the expected number of new infections arising from a single infectious host in a population of susceptibles. Values less than 1 imply that infectious individuals fail to replace themselves and that the disease inevitably dies out, whereas values greater than 1 imply that invasion of the disease into the host population is possible 9 . The difficulties with using reproduction numbers such as R 0 when a host population is spatially or socially structured are generally understood 10, 11 . Nevertheless, they remain the theoretical context for interpreting empirically observed thresholds 12 including the abundance threshold for plague epizootics 5, 13 . Here, though, we present evidence that the plague threshold is a natural percolation phenomenon, and cannot be interpreted as empirical support for conventional thresholds based on R 0 .
To explain this, we begin with a sketch of percolation theory. We then describe aspects of the population biology of great gerbils, and the landscapes they inhabit, which suggest percolation theory is an appropriate approach to understanding plague epizootics. A network model is then elaborated. The purpose of this model is to bring together three spatial scales: (i) that of flea movements responsible for plague transmission between family groups of great gerbils; (ii) the dimensions of the contiguous landscapes inhabited by great gerbils; and (iii) the scale at which plague monitoring is conducted in Kazakhstan. We argue that the network model shows how the three spatial scales are together responsible for the empirical observation of an abrupt threshold for plague.
Percolation theory concerns the behaviour of connected clusters in random networks 4 . Whether an infectious disease will spread among a population of hosts that have a fixed position in space and may only infect their nearest neighbours is well recognized as a percolation problem 14, 15 . Equally recognized is the relevance of percolation theory to epidemics on networks in general, and lattice models in particular [16] [17] [18] . Among empiricists, the theory has been used to postulate the existence of spatial thresholds for the spread of fungal parasites of plants 2 . A simple case of percolation is when bonds form independently between adjacent points on the plane square lattice with probability p. In network terminology, each point on the lattice is a vertex and if a bond is present there is said to be an open edge between the two vertices. A 'cluster' is then defined as a set of vertices connected by open edges. In percolation theory the questions of interest are whether an infinite cluster exists, whether this cluster is unique and whether a given vertex will belong to such a cluster (the existence of an infinite cluster does not imply that all vertices belong to it). The pertinent result is that there is a critical value of the probability p, denoted by p c , below which every vertex belongs to a small (finite) cluster. For p . p c , an infinite cluster exists and there is a (strictly) positive probability that a given vertex belongs to it. In the case of bond percolation on the plane square lattice, the infinite cluster is unique and p c is equal to K (ref. 19 ). For numerous other networks, such a p c also exists, though its value depends on the geometry of the network. In epidemiological applications, the given vertex corresponds to a primary case of an infectious disease and then p c is an invasion threshold because the size of the cluster that the primary case belongs to corresponds to the final size of the epidemic. That is, when p , p c the spread from the primary case is limited to a small cluster of hosts.
Great gerbils are desert rodents inhabiting vast areas of central Asia. They form family groups and rely on underground burrow systems to help protect them from predators and the extreme temperatures. The burrow systems vary in size but are often large, complex constructions representing the efforts of many generations. The vegetation above and around the burrow systems disappears such that a disc of bare earth forms, typically 30 m in diameter. These discs, and the patterned landscapes they create, are highly visible on satellite images (Fig. 1) . Such images bring into clarity the regular spatial arrangement of burrow systems and the extent of the landscapes inhabited by great gerbils. The abundance of great gerbils, expressed as variation in the proportion of burrow systems inhabited, fluctuates over time 20 . More often than not, less than half of the burrow systems are occupied by family groups.
Plague bacteria are transmitted between great gerbils by fleas (mostly of the genus Xenopsylla) that inhabit the burrow systems. So an infectious flea has easy access to great gerbils living in the same burrow system but relatively limited access to those in surrounding burrow systems. Classifying whole family groups as either susceptible, infectious or recovered has been shown empirically to be a meaningful way of describing the distribution of plague in a great gerbil population 21 . Hence, in the network model we now present, vertices represent family groups rather than individual great gerbils. The random networks are generated from a landscape of burrow systems having the same structural characteristics as those observed on satellite images: 2.05 burrow systems per hectare with a buffer of 30 m (see Supplementary Information). Networks are formed from this landscape by choosing (random) subsets of the burrow systems to be vertices occupied by family groups. The size of the random subset is determined by the abundance of the host population, measured as occupancy.
Transmission of plague between family groups relies on the transport of infectious fleas between burrow systems. It occurs when an infectious flea migrates to its burrow system entrance and successfully jumps to a passing gerbil. In the network model, then, a transmission event is when an infectious flea attempts to leave its burrow system. We assume a flea cannot differentiate between a gerbil that belongs to the burrow system it is trying to leave and a gerbil from another burrow system, so there is a chance the flea fails to disperse. Transmission events only occur at infected vertices and hence occur at a rate proportional to the number of infected vertices. If the vertex that receives the infectious flea is susceptible then it becomes infected. To determine the vertex that received the infectious flea, we used gerbil movement data recorded during mark-recapture studies 22 , combined with older field studies of flea dispersal in which fleas were marked using radionucleotides and their movements observed directly 23, 24 , to construct a set of weights for the vertices surrounding the infected vertex, including the infected vertex itself (see Supplementary Information). Most (more than 95%) observed flea movements, and great gerbil movements, were less than 200 m.
Each sample of great gerbils, tested for plague, is linked to a 'sector' (10 km 3 10 km area) in the archives. The PreBalkhash focus consists of approximately 352 such sectors, only a fraction of which are visited each surveillance season. The results of the network model at this scale are shown in Fig. 2 . Of principal interest is how the probability of an epizootic varies with the abundance of great gerbils expressed as the proportion of burrow systems occupied (varied between 0.01 and 0.49). In the model, there are three possible outcomes when a single family group is infected: (i) the infection dies out within this first family group, failing to spread to any other; (ii) infection spreads but only within a small cluster of family groups (there is a minor outbreak); or (iii) infection spreads within a large cluster (epizootic). A percolation threshold emerges provided the criterion defining a large cluster is that plague spreads more than several kilometres from the site of first infection. As the distance used to define a large cluster is increased, the curves in Fig. 2 approach a non-differentiable curve similar to that found for percolation on infinite lattices 4 ; that is, there is an interval of p over which the chance of a large-scale plague epizootic increases abruptly as p increases. When epizootics are defined as spread of plague over shorter distances, the chance of an epizootic increases steadily rather than abruptly. The spatial scale at which an epizootic is defined to have occurred therefore plays a large role in whether results indicate an abrupt threshold.
The percolation threshold in the network model occurs at about 0.31. This may be compared to the abundance threshold directly estimated from the plague archives by noting that the estimated threshold in a single-abundance model 5 , which performed almost as well as the best, dual-abundance model (a difference in Akaike's information criterion of just 0.71), was 0.33 (95% confidence interval: 0.287, 0.373). That is, the percolation threshold falls within the 95% confidence interval of the threshold estimated from the plague archives. Hence we may, notwithstanding that some parameters in the network model were set to orders of magnitude, at least conclude that there is certainly no conflict between the quantitative results from the network model and the empirical abundance threshold, previously estimated. The sensitivity of the model to its parameters, including changes to the frequency of long-range flea movements, reveals a robust percolation result (see Supplementary Information) .
A percolation threshold in an infectious-disease system takes into account the local depletion of susceptibles that arises from spatial restrictions on who can (or is likely to) infect whom. It is the point at which the landscape is sufficiently filled with hosts or host groups for the disease to continue to spread despite this barrier. This is distinctly different from the conventional understanding of invasion thresholds based on R 0 and models of randomly mixing populations. We measured R 0 directly from the network model simulations by recording the number of vertices infected by the first infected vertex and then averaging over many simulations (consistent with the definition of R 0 as the expected number of secondary cases resulting from a single primary case in a fully susceptible population). At an occupancy of 0.31, the value of occupancy at which the percolation threshold occurs, R 0 is around 1.5. More generally, for epidemics on lattice-like networks, the spatial constraints on who can infect whom mean that the expected number of secondary cases can be well above 1 but still only small outbreaks are possible 25 . How much larger than 1 R 0 must be for sustained spread to occur will depend on the details of particular systems, including the geometry of the spatial arrangement of hosts.
Our conclusion is that epizootics of sylvatic plague are a natural percolation phenomenon and that this is the mechanism (together with the spatial scale of surveillance in Kazakhstan) responsible for the abrupt population threshold seen in the plague archives. The empirical basis for this statement is the contrast between the lengths of movements of fleas between burrow systems and the scale of contiguous landscapes inhabited by the host. As the first natural example of a percolation threshold for disease invasion to be reported, it is even more interesting because the hosts are vertebrates. One consequence is a re-appraisal of other invasion thresholds such as the minimum densities of susceptible African lions for epidemic viral infections in the Serengeti 26 . The immune (or nearly immune) prides may create a network of hosts that is difficult for the aetiological agent to percolate through. This depends critically on whether transmission of the viruses between prides of lions occurs by (aggressive) contacts between lions from different prides, or whether mobile reservoir hosts such as spotted hyenas or nomadic lions are acting as a vector 27 . A second system that may warrant re-evaluation is bovine tuberculosis in badger populations, wherein badger setts may be analogous to great gerbil burrow systems. If percolation is the pertinent perspective, such that spread of tuberculosis in a badger population is dependent on long-range connectivity, then any lines of reasoning about the ability of badgers to sustain the disease (as a reservoir independent of transmission back and forth within the cattle population) must also be seen in that light.
METHODS SUMMARY
Random networks of vertices representing occupied burrow systems were generated from a single landscape of burrow systems, the construction of which was based on the spatial arrangement of burrow systems observed on satellite images. Epizootics, or failed epizootics, were initiated on these networks by choosing the burrow system closest to the centre of the landscape to be infected. The spread of plague from this burrow system (vertex) was simulated by using a state vector and an adjacency matrix. The state vector had length equal to the number of occupied burrow systems (vertices), and each entry was either 0, 1 or 2, these values respectively indicating a susceptible, infected or recovered family group. Epizootics on the random networks essentially consisted of events occurring at infected vertices (the dispersal of an infected flea or the recovery of a family group from plague).
Time was modelled explicitly by defining the gap between events as a random variable with an exponential distribution and a rate proportional to the number of infected vertices. The consequences of events were dealt with as they occurred: that is, for each event, a random infected vertex was chosen at which the event happened and if a flea dispersal event occurred then which burrow system received the flea was also decided. If the burrow system that received the flea was susceptible then it immediately became infected (that is, the entry in the state vector changed from 0 to 1). If the event was a recovery event then the entry in the state vector changed from 1 to 2. A simulation ended either when there were no 1 entries in the state vector or if the distance between a newly infected vertex and the initially infected vertex exceeded 4.5 km.
